COSOA General Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, Sept 12, 2018, 6:30ppm
St Charles Med. Ctr., East Dining Room (Bend, OR)
In attendance (21): Del Abbott, Marko Alexander, Cesario Alonso, Shyanna Ashworth, Lisa
Brooks, Nathaniel Collins, Alberto DeAnda, Keith Erickson, Pat Evoy, Kitt Hawkins, Christine
(CJ) Johnson, Steve Kurzer, Mardy Madison, David Omori, Mike Prochaska, Mehdi Salari,
Sarah Stacy, Leona Steel, Dean Wright, John Young, Lisa Young
1. Old Business:
a. No comments or updates on Old Business from previous meeting.
2. Treasurer’s Report (Mehdi)
a. AR due from 4 schools;
b. Currently $31,000 in the treasury;
c. Payroll approximate dates: end of Sept, end of Oct, end of season;
3. “Non-High School Related” Updates and Comments (Steve)
a. Welcome new members in attendance:
b. USSF certified refs are being assigned as needed to cover youth games, in some
cases instead of a previously assigned high school game;
c. Update your availability online at Oregon Soccer Central website.
4. Commissioner’s Report (Mehdi, Steve)
a. No athlete can play more than half at JV and half at Var, in the same day;
i) any violation of this up to OSAA to handle, not the refs;
b. Reminder to call the games a little tighter; be more diligent on issuing YC’s for
persistent infringement, reckless play, etc.;
c. So far this season: 3 RC’s for players, 3 YC’s for coaches: reviewed the situations
as learning tool to explain what has been happening so far this season;
i) as a reminder, if a coach is the only adult on the bench, and he/she get’s
ejected, then the game is terminated; use this a verbal tool to say to a solo
coach who is getting heated and is in danger of receiving a RC;
d. A reminder that USSF games do not allow dual system officiating. If there are only
2 refs for a USSF game, one works as AR1, and the other works the CTR;
e. Get in the habit of writing any comments about non-carded bad or borderline coach
and/or bench personnel behavior under “abnormal situations or injuries” section of
the CTR’s game report on OSC, as a precautionary heads-up to Mehdi and for
referee’s that work that respective team’s upcoming games;
f. Reminder to began looking for and nominating senior students for the Gregory
Scott Rivers Scholarship award;
a. First potential nominee: Josh Bruce (#4) from Central Christian.
5. Training Topic (Pat, Steve)
a. 100% Misconduct - by Pat Evoy.
6. Confirm action plans, including next meeting time and date (9/26/18, 6:30pm).
7. Adjourn.

